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rostrum--the highest of ourtime....that Uruguay andthe
other American nations will offer as their best contri
bution to the development of the newly independent
States, all that our experience, our toil, our hopes,
our mistakes and our dreams have taught us over a
century and a,hall. of sovereignty, since the heroic
era of our struggle for liberation.

5. Many of the problems of the new nations call, nOt
for artificially contrived solutions but for an as
sessment of the action appropriate to the facts of their
social and economic life.

6. Uruguay, which has su.cceeded in eliminating U...
literacy entirely, which has dramatically reduced
infant mortality, which has· proclaimed those human
rights that, according to tbe Charter constitute the
very essence of human dignity, which has created a
new and progressive social 'system, is ready to co
operate with the nationS which have emerged from the
colonial system and offers them tlie help of its tech
nicians, educators and scientists as the best way of
demonstrating its solidarit3'· With them through· inter
national action.

7. Sure of·ourselves, we know IlO fear. In vain would
weapons of war hail down upon the world wtththeir
message of death, for there would always remain in
each of our countries a handful of free men who would
surVive the fearful catastrophe and raise againtbe
banners of liberty, independence, and justice, under
which all material progress and the amazing advances
of science have been achieved, for- theyare the watch
words of God.

8. It is as c08t1yand difficult to preserve as to win
independence. We of Uruguay recognize thiS. Inde-'
pendence lIlUSt be defended against the impatientwtthin
and the ambitious Without, as Cervantes said, "by day
and by night, fleeing or at rest, in peace or in war".
That is' why, in this period of urgent problems, .there
is .no hope for salvation and international security
save in then4e of' law, freely agreed on between
equals and faithfully observed. Thosewhobelieve that,
disregarding and disaVOWing it, they can affirm their
supreMacy will Soon discover that they haye laboured
in vain and they will discoYer, too,that those Who
create violence, destroy order and shatter peace are
doomed to perish, no matter how lofty or plaUSible
their motives may appear. After two world Wars and
with a third inprospect, it is not governments, whether
despotic or democratic, in whose hands the fi~al de
cision Will rest, but the people, who neither want~nor
deserve nor will allow themselves to bEt lad to de-
struction-and death. -

9. In thiS' crisis, which is not the first and will not
be the last in the history of ma.nkind, the worst thing
we could do would be to adopt a pessimistic approach.
There is no finer hour of human existence than that
in which each One of us is living. for man's destiny
even at the humblest level, is to be an actor and not a
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Generpl debate (continued),
1. Mr. HAEDO (Uruguay) "(translated from Spanish):
Uruguay would like to associate itself withthe general
expression of pleasure at your appointment to preside
over what we hope will be the historic de1ibera~i0I¥l
of the General Assembly's fifteenth session. .

2. At the b.eginning of our work I should like to say
that those who bear the greatest responsibility for
the world's course l'\t the pr13sent time are keeping
us in a state of distress and anxiety.

3•• While the' peoples lament their m~s!3r~~~, clamour
for justice and long for a happy life, the one institution
Which stands firm amid the general confusion and the
tlu:eats of war is tbis great UDited Nations,repre
senting perhaps the only symbol of brotherhood at this
time of menacing gestures, acrimonious monologues
and well-stocked arsenals. So, therefore, comingfrom
a free, democratic andpeaceable country like Uruguay,
of whose Government I am a member-a Government
won, after almost a century of constant struggle,
through the democratic victory of my party, but a
victory which does honour to all, for there is no gene
ral or admiral moving in the shadows behind either
victor or vanquished-accordingly, I say, we proclaim
the inviolability of this international organizationollt
side of 'which we see nothing but confusion, potential
aggression and the threats of the strong towards the
weak.

4. We see gathered here the arrogant, who do not
dazzle us, and the humble, who stir our sympathy,
the wealthy and ambitious, whom we, the peoples of
Atnerica, are happy not to envy;. the strong, who we
hope will remain strong, without forgetting that glory
in this world passes and is extinguished, that it may
be utterly consumed in the very flames that they
themselves may kindle. We recognize their dominating
position, but only so long as they show themselves,
worthy of the trust we place in them. There are
here also those who have succeeded inthrowing off the
COlonial yoke, the new nations whom we welcome and
to whom we say that there is nothing in theit: destinies
which does not find. an echo in our own. It is for this.
reason that we wish to. state from this international
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political theories may try to drive hirn toward anarchy
or conformity, he will always triumph because he'ls
God's creation, because he gives 'meaning to life and
death, and because even when, like gentle Cleanto,
he is condemned to servitude, he will always find
time to inscribe, albeit only in sand, 'the maxims of
Zenon.

15. Uruguay comes here, quite simply, to assumeits
share of responsibility and action inthe task of bUilding
peace, in which its own destiny, too, is at stake. The
small nations have an important part to play: they
cannot be suspected of exclusivism and they are
perhaps in the best position to see clearly and to
discuss calmly, for they have everything to lose and
nothing to gain from any re.sort to violenc(~. All of
us here talk about peace but, paradoxically although
we all wish for peace and proclaim our desire for
it, its establis~entintheworld is becoming rnore and
more difficult. We want peace as the man in the street
understands it, and not amererespitebetweenbattles.
We want peace, less in words and more in deeds. We
want peace, less exploited in slogans and more
sincerely translated into action.

16. While the principles of aggression, of armed
intervention, of blind hatred, remain current on any
one of the five continents, little can be gained by our
photographing the other side of the· moon and pene
trating or unveiling the mysteries of outer space.

17. The General Assembly should remain in conclave I

should remain in session permanently. without any
time-limit, until peace is finally assured. otherwise,
we run the risk of increasing the uncertainty of the
.time and of bringing disappointment to our peoples,
for they will be led to believe that these meetings
are becoming a mere occasion for barrencOlo.plaints.
Desiring as we do tt13.~these meetings ofthe A$sembly
should continue, we believe that the gref?test risk
lies in tlie possibility that the enemies ofthe Assembly
may conspire behind its resolutions and tha, we may
find ourselves guilty of shameful hypocrisy, pr~

claiming a principle b\lt acting in a way that is com
pletely contrary to it,. We should have descended,
then, from drama to vulgar comedy.

18. Of course, we realize that it is not easy to pre
.serve peace, which means preserving the life of the
human species in all· its physical and moral com
plexity. The finding of final solutions-and when I say
"finalrr I give this word the relative .meaning it has
in relation to human affairs, which arebytheir nature
fleeting and changeable-this is not the work of a day
nor of months. nor of years. But, cost what it may I

we must gain time, and remain calm and resolute as
the problem requires. Never has it been more neces
sary than today to practise in our daily lives the quiet
but sublime virtues of patience, tolerance and under
standing, both in the relations between men and in the
relations between States.

19. Devoted as it is to the lofty values of the spirit,
Uruguay will support any solution likely to ensure, in
this anxiou.J world of ours today, the rule of justice \
Md liberty, and where the international organizations
cannot find an acceptable solution, we are in favour of
direct negotiations towards. this end.

20. We should therefore like to express our hope
that discussions should take place immediately, or at
any rate as soon as possible, in this the home of the
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.-spectator, and a man is an actor to the extent that he
lives, feels, fights and loves. This hour of anxiety,
confusion and struggle, 'this hour of copflict between
great ideologies is a splendid and not a desperate hour.
We are at the time just before the dawn and we should
lose our deepest reason for living if, instead of awaiting
with joy the new era which is to come, we met it with
spirits torn by pessimism and doubt.

10. That great Uruguayan, Jose EnriqueRod6, rightly
known and acclaimed as the Teacher of America, en
joined us to meet uncertainty, injustice and evenmis
fortune with a lofty tilt is of no Unportance". And
another Uruguayan, Luis Alberto de Herrera, the
leader of our party, who died last year, gave our
generation the ws.tchworci:. "The keel of our boat cuts
better through turbulent watersn. Bolivar has already
given the same message to the whole continent when
he said at Caracas, in speaking of the crumbled ruins
of the Church of San Jacinto, "If Nature obstructs
the building of our freedom, against Nature we shall
fight, an~ we shall subdue her".

11. Despite the difficulties of the time, we are happy
in the world in which we live and, though we might
wish that it were better, there canbe no greater satis
faction than living initinordertopreserve our ideals.
In the clash and conflict between what are thought to
be great truths, what unites us and binds us together
is the knowledge that in the universe there is no going
back.

12. In all spheres of human endeavour the desire for
progress and perfection is always on high, fluttering
like a banner at the head of every standard. Vigorous
and deeply felt nationalism is not intrinsically in
compatible with the universal outlook that is virtually
forced upon us by technical progress, which has made
the world ever smallerwhile extending man's kingdom;
the relentless drama of our time is thus unfolding on
a single stage.

13. The interdependence of men has become evident
in societies, andthe interdependence of societies within
the international community. This fact,:is confirmed
by the Charter and the purposes ofthe United Nations.
What is even more certain is that, giventhe existence
of the United Nations, there is nothing and no one,
neither men, parties, st2.tes nor dogmas, with the
strength to destroy th!3 peace of the world. But while
giving us rights, this interdependence at the same
time imposas duties on us. What we must do is to
ensure that·t,hese rights are properly recognized and
protected B~~'t{ nQt leave them to the mercy of blind
chance or ';ne free play of material forces whicb
might, one day, as a result of a capricious or arro
gant act, lead us to chaos and death.

14. We who are faithful to our western civilization
do not consider that our duties change, either outwardly
or inwardly, by reason or race or religious difference
or territorial inequalities. Our duties are the same
today as they were yesterday, and they will be the
same always, because they are fundamental. They bid
us oppose an iD;ternational campaign ofhatredwith one
of friendship and love, and the oligarchy ofthe powerful
with the simple democracy in which we believe, of
'whose eternal values man is the bearer in every
part of the earth-those values which tell us that there '
is no higher court than a man'8 conscience nor any
thing. of greater worth than his freedom, that man is
highest in the order of creation· and that, although
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the best method of p:r:'eventing such interference isfor
the parties to a dispute to reach direct agreement be
tweenthemselves rand the peoples of America must
never say that it is too late for this.

27. We believe in the great destiny of this America
of ours. For us Ameri,cans, of every region, the
possibility of !'eachingan understanding for the sake·
of the commQn good always exists and always will.
exist. A co~se of action which in other parts of the
world might Iseem unattainable or which might be op
posed andrlajected Is enjoined· on US by history. We
Americans 7mustalways' S9lveour difficultieS by the
method of diSCUSsion between equals. This approaoh
is inh.eren1; in our way of life. It was advocated by
such illustiL"!OUS heroes of our past as Artigas, BoHvar ,
San Martfll· and O'Higgins. In the political, economic
and social spheres, our appointed path is the one which
accords·with human dignity. Much assistance and co
operativf~ effort is needed if the great democratic
principl!~s,by which. the people of America wiSh their
future to be governed, are to have real meaning.

28. The anxiety which the peoples of the American
continfmt are displaying is due to deeper causes
than inadequate development or institutional diffi
culties. A whole hemisphere endowed by history With
the c:apaci't1J to achieve the full development of its
humtm potentialities, has seen its vital forces sapped
and its future frustrated. The tremendous, uP4eaval of
the last world wa.r found us ready to occupy a place
of l·esponsibiltty in the new universewhichwas coming
into being after the greatest humantragedy of all times .

29,,, When the United States, in a colossal effort to
m.eet the situation resolved to assist its conquered
enemies of yesterday and its own exhausted allies in
(~rder that civilization should not break: down, the
American peoples and their Governments applauded
this step as the 1leginningoI a new era. The aid re
ceived by' the European andother peoples has no paral
lel in the whole history of.manldnd•. Without the as
sist~,.:t1oe of the United .states not one of these nations
wouJta have been. .able, in so sllort a period, to re
establish its prOductive capacity, restore its agri-
culture and rebuild its industries. .

3Q.'When the Marshall Plan was drawn up, nations
which had had.no part in the assistance still cherished
the illusion that a neW era had dawned and that the
found,ations of an integrated world were, being laid. .
But now, with the establishmentofthe CommonMarket,
the nations of ,the Old World seem, in one essential
respect, to be frustrating this hope~ Forgetting their
quarrels one with another, they are fencing themselves
in behind self-sufficient systems, systems which
favour the internal consumption of goods; they are
increasing their own production to the detriment of
other areas of the world, inventing new forms of eco
nomic feudalism, encouraging the· formation of in
dustrial cartels to concentrate demand, and imposing
qualitative and quantitative restrictions whichbamper
the industrial development of the under-developed
c.ountries .. This is a cause of anxli3ty and concern to
America. t,atin America, for which Europe has been
the natural market for more than a century, has had
to accept unfair prices. for its raw ~aterials,while
the prices of the industrial products which it received
in return have increased fifteen fold. Between .1945
and 1960 the decline' in value of our basic com
modities produced by the· blood and .sweat of our
workers representeda·loss of 11,000 million.

" ,
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United Nations; among those whose pOElitionqualifies
.. them to offer the peace and security humanity demands.

We do not believe that there are insoluble problems
or permanent enmities. On those occasions however
rare, when reflection brings a pause in impassioned
conflict, reason must adm.it the need for negotiated
agreements reached on a basis of mutual respect.

21. In an age such as this, when the possibility of
visiting other planets is no. longer a matter of mere
fiction but has entered the realm of definite scientifIc
possibility, it does not make sense to leav~ regional or
any.!lther problems tobe settledby the violent methods
of war, either cold or hot. It does not make sense for
us to embark on the discovery of other worlds if
for this world we inhabit we have not found just and
peaceful solutions which take account· of oppol3ing
interests and ideologies. Co _I

22. However complex and serious the circumstances
may be or may appear, we cannot allow such important
developments, reflecting such heroic and constructive
endeavours and fraught with such happy implications
for mankind, as the creation of the State of Israel,
the resurgence of the Arab world and the rebirth
of African and Asian peoples,· to result in irrecon
cilable conflicts whichniay ultimately bring to naught
the strenuous efforts made by those peoples, so liber
ally endowed" with human potentialities.

23. Wi,h regard to the problems which are stil\ so
critically affecting the relations betweenIsrael andthe
Arab States,· we should like to reiterate from this
rostrum our profound hope that they may be settled.
This is essential for the peace not only of the Middle
East but also of the entire world, andthere is no need
for us here to 'ask the representativefl ofthe two sides
whether they are ready and prepared to renew ne-

.gotiations for we are sure that the reply in both
cases would be positive. If they were to come together
now and could,throughdirect talks, agree on an armis
tice which would bring a respite from their struggle,
we could give them another opportunity to negotiate,
in .the hope of attaining the benefits of a lasting peace
for the sake of the generations to come in those great
regions oithe world.

24. As concern~ our own continent of America, we
are perturbed by the thought that, after almost a
centu.t'y of struggle to evolve the elements of an
American legal system, at a stroke, all links can be
severed and all bonds loosed inthis ~ontinentin whic~

despite the natural difficulties arising from its vast
geographical .area and from the injustice and mis
fortunes its peoples may be suffering,an awareness
has grown 'that all its problems can and mWlt be solved
within the American orbit, allwithout excepti9nfirmly
upholding the doctrine first promulgated by Manuel
Oribe more than a century ago, revised by Baltasar
Brum and finally enshrined in the Treaty of Rio De
Janeiro at Quitandinha. This doctrine decrees that any
act of aggression whether from inside or outside the
continent, against any American State, shall be con
sidered ·an act of aggression against the· entire conti-
nent. .

25. We consider that understanding must always be
reached among our nations and we could not rest un
less every means of attaining it had been exhausted.

26. Faithful to the principle of non-interventi.on, we
are resolutely opposed to all external interference in
the affairs of the American continent. We believe that
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contribution to this great universal acbievementmade
by the United States of A:alenca, the splendid ex
ponentof a progressive and creative individu.aUs:m.
and the defender in recent decades of the principl~s

of justice' and Uberty which are the cornerstones of
democracy.

37. Here for the first time in the annals of history is
a culture with its roots in humanity itself, aVfakening
the peoples of every race,. even those who' seemed
asleep fO:J,"ever, surrounded by the' remains of earlier
civilizations, a cultul:'e bringing outwhat these peoples
still preserved of,value, revealing and fulfilling their
hidden, potentialities and releasing unsuspected ener..
gies. We ,do not fear the awakening of these peopleEi.
Nations live in"a state of continual evolution. The
troubles and sufferings experienced by these peoples,
lik;e those which, our peoples underwent 'and are still
undergoing, will always be most easily remediedj)y
safeguarding their liberty and independence and by
comnating colonialism and the dictatorships withequal
vigour.

3S. The age of imperialist enterprise and of selfish,
blind domination has gone forever. Itwouldbe well for
this fact to be understood once and for all. We need
not guns and ammunition, but action by governments
established a1:l a result of free electif;ms and by uni
versal suffrage; honest, progressive ,governments,
whose aim is not merely to achieve and retain power
but to exercise it honourably and. in goodfaith. heedful
"of the demands of freely expressed public opinion.
What we need are assured markets and fair prices
providing an adequate revra.rd for human labour. What
we need is more'economic and technical aid and more
development schemes, Unconnected with political ob
jectives Which may change or be abandoned.

40. It is essential to ensure that applications or re
quests for technical assistance are not lost, delayed
or distorted in the course of the complicated bureau..
cratic processes' through which they may pass. While
paying a special tribute to the outstanding work now
being done under the technical assistance programmes
and by the Special Fund, I should .like to" suggest the
possibility of establishing a single institution which
would be in a position to receive, study and deal with
applications. f;r.om countries, which should be handled
m.ore directlY and expeditiously. We must remember
thSiot behind every request there is a people, a host of
men and women, a mass of working folk. When we
find that more than halftheworld's population does no~
earn enough for the minimum needs of life, that two-'
thirds Qf the world's children are inadequately housed
and fed, that wide areas of the world bear the marks
of grinding poverty. we rea1i~e that assistance must
be given prom.ptly, without complicatedformalities, so
that the necessary :resources may b~ speedily made
available to those in need. .

39. The programmes of technical assistance and
economic· co-operation in the industrially under-de
veloped countries .are undoubtedly among the most
worthwhile of the actiVities of the United Nations. But
we believe that we should't~arn and profit from past
experience and we should; therefore, like"to make it
clear that we favour a simplification of procedUres
lest an elaborate international bureaucracy should be
added to the elaborate bureaucracieswhichwe all have
within our own countries.

1 ~n ._.:a .•..~
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31. AIltlerlcaha,s200 million inhabitants and these
200miUioIi inbaldtants are look1ngtoua, their govern
:ments, for~qui:table treatment consistent with the
demOCI'atic pJ:,m.l~;i.ples and doctrines which we uphold
and under wbicb: we live. It is no longer in our power
to l"estrain tbe Idemand of the masses for economic
and $o(31al justice in the face ofthe privileged position
of othElr social bIasses, who seem quite insensitive
to misery, Sllut" up as they are behind their financial
barriers prc.te~~tedby their contracts and indifferent
to the ][>robleln8'of our development.

32. BlLlt the ex~~rtions of the·great American nation,
to whi'ch we haye referred should be accompanied by
a similar effod on the part of those with who~we
are litlked by 1;hE~ circUlllstances of. our foundation and
by blood, those :!Wropean ns.ij.ons whose traditions we
have inherite~ Jror we need their aid as much as they
earlie:r needed ald to regain their strength"

33. Our world <>f today is a world of inter-dependent
peoplE~S, not of rivals. We all depend on each other.
AbovEI ldeologictd differences, above ideas which will
perish or eVCl1lve,as allhumanideas have evolved over
the cElnturies', there is the eternal destiny ofmankind,
indi:visible and nnperishable, there is the evolution of
humall life towurds perfection and the right·of all
peoples to find hl~ppiness.

34.' ~Vhen the Plrogress of one section of humanity is
checked" the cOlllrse of life is impeded. The finger of
God above us points to the needto abandon selfishness.
Therel will neve:r be peace on the earth while there
are peoples in lrdsery.

35. \Vith .the spread of culture and the progress of
the wc>rld towa-rds a single system of law, it is, be-
comi~g increa~lingly plain that all.war is civil war.
Every conflict fs a conflict between fellow citizens of
a widEtr herital~e. All hatred between men is hatred
betweEln brothers. In spite of the philosophical pessi
"mism which hal3 done· so muchto vitiate the sources of
moderltl culture, man must cease to be his own enemy.
Poverty, backwardness, ignorance, under-production,
lack ojc markets, the absence of fair«prices and the
underpayment of the mass of the workers for the
fruit of their toil-these are the enemies againstwhich
war must be ceaselessly waged. The" evils and suffer
ings which afflict mankind,unexploited wealth in the
soil and subsoil of nations, harmfulpartisan rivalries,
dictatorships proclaiming themselves to be of the
right or of the left-hemiplegia-seems to be the
disease of our century! These all provide ample room
fO:fmissionary endeavour and achievement in which
the indomitable spirit of man has limitless scope for
creative activity.

36. In this matter, Uruguay does not falter. It lmows
the part. it has to play. There is a saying in my country
and in most of the countries of Americathat "straight
dealing makes long friends". In background, aswell as
in thought, instinct and spirit, Uruguay feels itself a
part of western civilization, to which fell the honour
of creating the first culture ofworld-wide significance.
The philosophical spirit of Greece, the legal genius of
Rome; the spiritual insights of Christianity. the
mystical and heroic·sense of Spain-the discoverer of
a new world and the mother of nations-andthe extra
ordinary technical progress of the European peoples
"as a whole have combinedtoproduce the most brilliant
and impressive synthesis that the world has ever
known. And we should. in' justice, also mention the
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affairs persists the international commnnjtycannotbe
organized oh asufftciently firm basis of confidence
and co-operation to enable all the vast resources of
desttuctive power to be put to the service of peace.,
and progress, Without reference to frontiers,' race,'
religion, or political sy~~~s.

46•. My "ohs.ervations have covered ;~the particular
p:r,obleills which nia;r. be submitted to the Oeneral AS
sembly at its fifteenth session. If we are to make any
progress here ot,in,our respective countriestowar.ds
peace and social justice' for all the peoples of the
earth, we 'shall :need determination and courage.
Cowardswill be left behind. There will be no peace
without a policy of peace to support it, that is to say,
without a policy ofjustiC~. Nowhere.cana satisfactQry
policy be based on fear• The arl of government,
which is the oldest and most illustrious of human
ca1lings, requ...irlng courage, resolution and 'Vi$ion. Its
end is not a fleeting andperishable glory; nor is undis
turbed tranquillity its reward. Its ,end is the common
good and its reward is measured in terms of the good
which is accomplished, good in the human sense., in
the com?lete, final and absolute $ense, which more
over, is within our power to achiev~, if· we .set our
minds to do so before it is too late.

47.. Our watchword-and this is Uruguay's philosophy'
-is to face the immediate future With optimism and
faith. T.he question has been asked from this r{)strum
of what scientific progress will bring to mankind. and
what is its gift to this great·twentieth century. We
reply without heSi.tation that all achievements of the
hwnantnind will necessarily benefit all the members
of the va.st family of mankind. Let us then set to wOJ:k
with determination and hope.

48. The failing of our time and 0~Jl1" world ·isour
preoccupation with the past.. It i~ our nostalgia for.
things that have passed away and have ceasedto exist.
But we are not dismared either by the threats of
warmongers or by the easy popularity of fanatics or
by the development of amazing new machines-these
would only disturb us if they' were .. capable of com
posing a sonnet or constructing a symphony.

49. Keeping our faith in man unshaken, let< U$ hold
the torch high. With the torch in our' hand'; we will
light our way, remembering that, those who cannot
hold it high run the risk of barningthe~ hands.
Upon the wide horizon illuminated by this torch and
by this faith the words ·United Nations" are· em"
blazoned.

Mr. Sosa Rodrlguez (Venezuela), Vice-President,
took the Chair. - -.

50. Mr. KRAG (Denmark): Disarmament is today the
question that stands out as theall-.important problem
in international politics. While fears of new weapons
and new methods of warfare also loomed large during
the period between the First and Second World Wars~

the risk involved by leaving the armaments problem
unsolved has never been greater than it. is today. '
Stocks of nuclear arms are groWing day by day;
technological diSCOveries are forever increasing the
potentialities of atomic weapons. The human imagi
nation simply cannotvisuaUzethe total destructionthat
a nuclear war' might cause. ThephySical consequences
of such a war would be. visited upon the human ·race
for generations to come.

-.

-4:10 To sum up most of what 1 have said in a few
words, Uruguay upholds, among others,principles and'
a$pirations that'finde~r~ssion in governmentswhich
are freely elected by wilversalsuffrage and ,which
are honest alid progressive t :4eed,ful of freely-ex
pressed public ,opinion; assur~ 'markets and fair
prices for products; economic and technical aid to
facilitate the development and exploitation of the
natural resources of countries and the realization of
tMir pot.entialities. The attainment of all these ob
jectives wiU, enable our peoples to emerge from the
poverty and injustice, which generate violence, feed
often justified rebellion and provide fertile soil for
nationalistic revolutions.

42. .But while we are gladto form part of this Western
world, we reali2:a that it bears a heavy resp0J;lsibfiity,
both indirect and direct. If it does not msn; like the
sorcerer's apprentice t to be at t~ mercy of forces
released at any and every moment, it must act with
energy and decision, but not to the exclusion of liber
ality and generosity• Both nationally and inter
nationally, solidarity and co-operation arebecoriling

, rati~nal imperat!yes, one might say, .obligations~

43. Selfishness no longer pays. The basic problemis
to bring .this truthhome,to thosewho direct the world's
destinies, those who guide pUblic opinion and those
who now enjoy the ·benefits of systems which are
doomed to disappear. We a.re aware that aUitudes
which we do not share have their origin in concret~

iacts which must be studied fully and all their impW
cations understood. VIe realize and concede tbatmany'
of these attitudes are the direct outcome of despotic
political regimes or of the poverty and ignt.\rance
reigning in a particular part of the world, and that
the sins of others often reflect our own. .
44. We know .that in a suffering world, in which,
in the words ofAbbe Pierre, onethird of the population 
is dying from over-eating, another.·third from lack of
food, while the other third is undernourished,we.must
all -sincerely .and frankly admit·oUt' share bf guilt.
The resources to end this situation are becoming
increasingly available to mankind, provided it does
not dissipate its talents in destruction.

45. The utilization of atomic energy for peaceful
purposes is opening up unforeseen posSibilities of
human well-beblg. The great need is to break down
the barriers of misunderstanding and hatred, to put an .
end to the survival of the old, barbaric myths of
violence and of racial superiority, and to messianic
ideologies. This is '.. not .by any means to. favour all
empty and hypocritical- pac.ifism, to close one's eyes
to reality and to lower one'.s guard before the perils
lying in wait for the world. As long as we are unable'
to establish the reign of internationalpeace and secur
i~; as long as steps are beingtaken-or can be taken
and preparations made with a view to aggression,
World.. dominion, and the subjection of peoples to· a
system which denies liberty and destroys freedom of
conscience by negating individual personality 'anddis
regarding essential human. rights, as long as there is
still an area of the world in which man, the bearer
of eternal values, is reduced to the status of a. cog

. in the State machine or a herd animal in the service
of the' State, and also-fQr why should we disguise the

. fact?-as long as an atte::npt is being made to subject
peoples to outdated systems of ruthless exploitation
and under-consumption, and the right of all to decent
liVing conditions is fgnored, as long as this state of
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51. The 10llg series of negotiations, since the Second.
World War covering general disarmament, the ban on
nuclear arm.s tests, the prevention of surprise attack,
and the utilization of outer space have all bad one
thing in. common-they faile9 to produce results.

52. Military balance of power is considered a strong
peace-preserving f~~tor,but this balance is always a
precarious one, jeopardiz,ed by a continued armaments
race. Each group is' trying to{meet the threat by
staking enormous 'scientific and technical resources
on staying in the lead intheprodu,ctionof new weapons
and in inventing new" methods of getting them. to the
target. The process of disar-mament, too, involves a
risk of upsetting the balance of power. Fears that an
agreement on disarmament might..@hiftthe balance Qf
power.have until now Q'f.!tweighed the fears felt:-.wout
continued' rearmament. That is no doubt the main
reason ,,,hy it has not 'been possible sofar to conclude
an :;tgreement. .

53. It should' be possible for military and scientific
experts to work out proposals fora series of gi~a.dual,

adequately controlled disarmament measures insuch a
way that' the balance of power would at no point be
shifted. Before an expert study of this nature could
be initiated, a negotiated political agreement· on the
terms of reference of the experts must be reached.
These negotiations could be the responsibility of a body
which this General Assembly could set up in order to
resume discussions where they were broken off in
the Ten"Nation Committee on Disarmament.

54. Whether this latter new disarm.ament committee
should be slightly smaller or slightly larger than the
Ten~Nation Conun.ittee isno~, in the opinion of the
Danish Government, of great importance. What really
matters is that the committee should be able to work
efficiently; therefore its composition. must be re
stricted. It'must be able to make a realistic approach
to the problems before it; therefore it .DluSt comprise
the major military Powers of the world. And thirdly,
it might well be useful if some mediating element
could .be introduced through the participation of
countries outside the major groupings of Powers. The
introduction of such an ~lement.might ~ell bring new
impetus to the negotiatioIlS.

55. The proposals for general and complete disarma
ment presented a few days ago by the Chairman of the
Ministers of the Union of.Soviet Socialist Republics
[A/4505] should, of course, together with otherprevi
ous proposals on the same pattern, be included in the
working material of this Committee.

56. At the same time work on more limited dis
armament projects should be energetically continued.
One of the projects that would seem to be within the
most immediate reach is an agreement on a ban on
nuclear- tests. The negotiating Powers inGeneva appear
to have a common interest in putting an end to nuclear
tests-an interest of such importance to them that a
unanimously adopted text of an agreement may not be
a long way off. 'Wemust urge the negotiating parties
to arrive at such an agreement. While it is true that
agreement on stopping nuclear tests would certainly
not solve all the problems, it would mark a consider'"
able ste~' forward. The successful implementation of
such an agreement would give US practical experiences_
of value for negotiations in other sectors of the dis...
armament problem. The fact that neither the Soviet
Union nor the United States or the United· Kingdom

have made nuclear tests .for almost two years gives
us reason to' be,lieve that our hopes in this respect
are based qn reality. Agreement among some powers'
should, of course, be extended to cover all Powers.

57. Another possibility of limited disarmament
measures is the idea of a controlled termination of
the ') production of fissionable. material for rnilitary
purposes as it was presented by the President of the
UnitedStates (868th meeting].

58. There is one more field in which discussions on .
partial disar~entmay be both realistic anduseful.
I am thinking ofthe possibility of establishing an inter...
national inspection and armaments control. Mutual
agreements of this kind need not be accompanied at
once by agreements on disarmament measures. The
inspection would have a value of its own in giving us
an. idea :of the operation and effectiveness of an in
spection and control machlner'V. It would contribute
to the ~developmen.tof means ot/control and thus pave
the way for more extensive arrangements inthe future.
In a historical perspective, sucn:-inspection arrange
ments may be seen as gradual steps towards that open
world which the Danish scientist, Mr. Niels Bohr,
advocated in 1950 in his open letter to the United
Nations. Mr. Bohr· made the point that complete and
mutual openness· about all scientific and teclmologicat'
discoveries bearing upon the military strength uf
nations is a prerequisite for peace. This openness
must also be ~ necessary condition for the' imple.
mentation of total disarmament. It is essential,
therefore t~t this assumption should· be put to a
realistic teste

59. We heard last week the proposal of the President
of the United States for an,in~~rnationalarmaments
inspection machinery, under th,e auspices ofthe United
Nations, to be called in by a country that wishes to
m.~e known to the world the non-aggreasivenature of
its defence measures. This proposal is an extremely
interesting one and should, in our view, be given high
priority in any ,disarmament discussions. Its im
portance lies not only m bringing the United Nations
into the focus Q1 inspection but also in the fact that
it attempts to forestall) the danger of wars caused by
miscalculation, .

60. The whole problem ofinternationalinspect.ionhas
been given careful considerationby the DanishGovern
ment. In lin:e with the id~as expressed a few days ago
by the Prime Minister of Canada [871st meeting] we
feel that as a fruitful supplement to the .facultative
inspection arrangement just mentioned both East and
West 'could at once make available for free and re
ciprocal inspection definite sectors of their national
territories of considerable and approximately equal
geographic extent and strategic importance. Within
the limited resources at our disposal we would like
to offer a practical contribution-in this field in order
to set an example and at the same time to illustrate
the direction in which our ideas are moving. As SUCh.
a contribution my Government would be prepared to
consider opening up, for inspection purposes the vast
territory of Greenland as part ot a mutually balanced
inspection arrangement. We hope that this offer could \
be the first step towards the development of an inter
national inspection arrangement and that other coun
tries will approacn this problem in the same spirit.

61. I now turn to .the countries -which are in the
process of development. It has long been realized.
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there' by the x:eptesentatives of the NetherlanQ-sV and._
New Zealand!! that the possibility of establishing
closer links, bew;een the United Nations and the Inter
national Development Association should be more
fully explored.

66. That during their first seneitive years of inde
pendence the new Member countries are in need'of
assistance in the field. of pu'9lic administration is sel£
evident. It is, therefore, encouragiJlg to see that, in·
the opinion of the receiving Governments, the pro
gramme for-rendering assistance 'by provicijng oper
ational and executive personnel, has proved its value.
Accordingly we firmly support the Eco:qomic and
Social Council's recent decision [resolution790 (XXX)]
to establish this programmeona permanent basis
and recommend' that it be increased proportionally
to the requests received, especially from the newly
independent countries of .Africa. .

67. It also goes without sayingthatDenmarksupports
the Secretary-Generalis proposal to meet the Congo
emergency needs and that consequently the Danish
Government is i"1'epa.red to ask the appropriating au
thorities of the Parliament for an appropriate contri
bution to the United Nations Fund for the Congo.

68. As a country which in no small part owes its
comparatively high standard oflivingto its educational
institutions, we should like to voiCI(j\' our support for:
ooy United Nations effort to help Afrl,can countries to
implement their plans for educat~onalfaci1ities.

Consequently we appreciate the initiative ..,Presid~mt
Eisenhower has taken in proposing the establishment
of institutions appropriately located and specifically
dedicated to training the young men and women of
Africa who are now.called upon to assume the heavy
and complex duties 'of building their new independent
nations.

·69. 'Withgreat interest we have listened to proposals
made by President Eisenhower [868th meeting] and
the Prime Minister of Canada 1871st meeting] With
regard to the promising "Foodforpeaceltprogramme,
including proposals to establish a food bank under the
auspices of the Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations. Needless to say, my delegation·
will study, with the greatest of interest anq sympathy,
detailed proposals instrumental in impleme~tinga pro
gramme designed to assistmillions ofpeoplesufferil;lg
from hunger and malnutrition.

70..However willing the United Nations is to re~der

emergency help to the weaker members of its com- .
munity, we must never forget the overriding im
portance of our task of asSisting the new' nations in
their' efforts to help themselves. This assistance Can
only be given by helping the developing countries to
carry out a diver.sification oftheirproduction structure
and by securing for them a fair share of world trade,
thus enabling them to sell their exportable products
at reasonable and stable prices. Unfortunately the
countries in process of development do not generally
xneet with the necessary understanding inthis respect.

71. It is of great importance that the industrialized
countr.ies avoid excessive agricultural protectionism.
and also that sufficient support be given to the en-

.deavour to .maintain reasonable roJ,d. stable prices of

..:-'.. -
'-,~

.....--
that, next to or, indeed, coequal with disannaJJlen~,
the problems of the countries in procetJsof develop
ment and the policies designed to help these countries
to achieve a healthy~conomic growth, are the most
important for- thesafegt,lr.,trding of peace and for the
harmonious political future of the world. The events
ill. the Congo and elsewhe:re in Africa. this .summer
have brought this viewpoint into very sharp focus.

62. We agree withthe Secretary-Generalt~.although
the impact of economic activities is undramatic these
activities are of decisive long-term significance for
the welfare of the international 'community and, there
fore, that the work of the United Nations iD. the long
run: is likely to be judged by its contribution towards
building the kind of world community in Which crises
will no longer be inevitable. As a natural cmnse
quence of this conviction, Denmark has participated
from the very beginning inUnitedNations progranunes
assisting the less developed countries•.

63. Although, Denmark is the greatest contributor,
l!.er capuL to the United Nations Expanded Programme
of Technical Assistance, we intend to increase our
contributions still further.. We are especially gratified
to learn from representatives of the developing
countries that the courses and semi,nars organized in
Denmark under United Nations auspices have assisted

. them in moulding their economic policies. Denmark
continues to stand ready upon request to supply tech
nicians and experts in fields, wherE,'! our knowlecjge
and experience might be considered of value.
54. In addition to the United Nations technical as

iFsistance programme my GoverDT.Jlent has felt the need
. for and has strcngly supported another UnitedNations

organ, the Special Fund, rendering assistance in.the
pre-investment field. At the mom~ntwe are also coni
side;ring an increase in our contribut~on to this iIrJ.
portant United Nations endeavour, and we trust that
the two programmes will reach their &..1Ulual goal of
.$100 million in the coming year.
65. rthe necessary follOWing up oftechnical assistance
and pre-investment work is actual capital inV'es~ent,
the greater part of which must naturally be pro
videdby the less developed countries themselves
through their own savings. In order to offer incentives
for foreign private inYestments, the under-developed
coUntries can probably do more to improve the climate
for increased import of private capital. Foreign as
sistance is also received from Governments on a bi
lateral, regional or .multilateral basis. The Inter
national Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the
International Finance Corporation andthe International .
Development Association are most important sources
of multilateral capital assistance, b"O.t the less de
veloped countri~s voice with increasingvigour the need
for wider. multilateral assistance to be rendered
through a United Nations development fund oapable of
capital 'investments, principally in infrastructure.
Whether it will prove necessary for this purpose to
establish a new organ or whether the Special Fund
will b(~ able to undertake added responsibilities cannot
be determined at this stage. However that may be,
the less developed countries may count on Denmark's
active co-operation if and when it proves feasible to
establish a United Nations capital development fund.
Until then we ,'shall support, as I indicated during the
Economic and Social Councill/ the suggestion voiced

-j} See Official ~ecords of the Ikonomic and SocialGouncU. Thirtieth
Session, 1120th'meeting.
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primary products, which is the object of the various
international commodity agreements concluded under
the a"USpices of the United Nations.

72. The attempt to stabilize raw material prices
should, however, be seen also in relation tothe inter
est of the developing nations infurthering the industri
alization process in their respective economies.

73. Denmark, together with other countries, particu
larly Brazil, India and Yugoslavia, has been instru
mental in establishing a new United Nations organ,
namely, the Committee for Industrial Development
which we trust will begin its work in 1961, assisting
the industrial, advancement of the less developed
countries. This twenty-four-member group will pro
vide needed advice on, production and management
techniques, fiscal. policies, economic programm1llg,
distribution and marketing, essential to formulate con
structive policies of industrialization in the new
member countries.

74. In times of economic progress like that which
the industrial countries are experiencing at present,
it should be comparatively easy for the individual
countries to oontribute to the establishment ofa better
international division of labour by liberalizing trade
and payments and by abolishing or reducing the pro
tection of' their manufacturing industries, .farming,
shipping and aviation. While some progress has been
made, it is disheartening to observe that, through
excessiV(i3 protectionist measures, certain countries
maintain shipping and aviation on an artificial level,
which will not be able to survive if exposed to the
full impact of normal competition. Such actions set
a bad example to other countries and encourage them
to apply S.!lD1ilar measures.

75. I now turn to Africa. The great developments on
that continent present us with a number of specific
problems, but above all they bring new elements into
the internati.onal situation. The African ci>ntinent has
emerged on the world scene, and African solidarity,
as expressed here by the leaders of a growing number
of free and independent nations, is here to stay. 'f.he
African States have much to contribute to the United
Nations, just as the United Nations has much to con
tribute to them.

76. As far as the Congo problem is concerned, the
Danish Government welcomes the manner in which
the General Assembly at its recent emergency special
session endorsed, andtheSecretary-General carried
out, the policy for tbatcountry agreed upon by the
Security Council. We should congratulate ourselves on
United Nations activities in tbisfield, as carried out
by the Secretary-Gene:ral with impartiality and loyalty
to the principles of the Charter.

77. We hope that, with the help and co-operation of
'their African sister States, the people of the. Congo
may soon find unity and a national leadershipprepared
to co-operate loyally with the ·inte~ational efforts
which serve the sole aim of assisting therb.

78. While speaking about Africa, 1 must say a few
words about the policy pursued by the Govern:Dlent ef
ths Union of South Africa, not only inher own territory'
but also-to our even greater regret-within the
mandate territory of South West Africa. There is
virtually agreement Within the United Nations onthese
questions, but so far the Government·of the Union of
South Mrica has chosen to disregard the resolutions

of the Assembly. I hope that the Government of South
Africa wiUpay regard to world opinion. In doing
so it would, no doubt, also pay regard to world peace.
The resolutions ofthe UnitedNations in this matter-as
well as in other African probleijis-express a deepbut
sobeJ" concern for the future \ course of events in
case present policies remain unchanged. Recent de
velopments bear witness to thhl, view.

79. I now turn to the new Members and the organi
zation of the United Natinns. I wishtotake this oppor
tunity to extend· to the fourteen new countries just
elected members of our Organization a cordial
welcome on behalf of the Danish Government. This
applies to the thirteen independent African,States as
well as to Cyprus.rr.headmissionofthesenew Member
States is an enrichment of our Organization. There is,
as I see it, a valuable interplay between the United
Nations and its individual Members •. The very fact
that we are Members of the United Nations, bound
by the obligations of the Charter, influences and
broadens our views and policiesdn the direction of
justice, reasonableness, good will and understanding
of problems in other parts of the world. .

80. ' On the other hand, the more countries that adopt
the principles of the United Nations, the better are
our chances for reaching a balanced world opinion,
Our new fellow MembeJ"s have a very tJn,portant role
to play here.

81. It is the well known policy ofthe Danish Govern
mentthat all independent States should be admitted
to membership in the United Nations. This is, of
course, also the basic point of view underlying our
attitude to the question of Chinese representation in
the United Nations. Sooner or later the Chinese people
will be represented inthis Organization.bythe Govern..
ment which actually exercises the authority. This
solution is also supported by the factthatn.o disarma
ment agreement could in the long runbe trull effective
without Chinese participation.

82. The fact that the number of Member States has
almost dcubled since the machinery of the United
Nations was created must inevitably accentuate the
problem of the efficiency of that machinery. During
several previous sessions we have discussed the'
question of extending the number of seats' in sucn
bodies as the Security Council and the Economic and
Social Council, but so far without result. This is a
problem whic;i~ should D;;lve the special interest of the
new Member states, ~inceunder present arrangements
it is clear that theirpa..rls 01theworld are.not properly
represented in these bodies. We are here faced With
an urgent problem to which the Assembly will have to
give its attention.

83. This may not be the right occasion to make more
specific proposals, but I should like to mention that ,a
workable solution may be found in combining the
increase in the number of seats with a review of
present terms of mandate·and principles of represen
tation. What I have in mind in, the latte~ respect is
some system which, to a higher degree than'i;he present
one, would guarantee a regional group of a certain
size representation by the candidate of their choice.

. .' ' ..

84. It'is only na'tural that a machinery so complex as'
the United Nations should 'be 'subject to review from
time to time. Indeed~ there bas for someyears already
been a pressure towards such a review, although,
owing to the attitude of certain Member nations, no
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an all..rpund upsurge along the road of socialism and
.. of intense.eCOllGmic and culturaldevelopment, a policy
whose aim. is to improve the well-being of the people•...,
In the past sixteen years our people have scored'
enormous achievements in the fields of industry, agri
culture, c9nstruCtiOtl, educati.on, science and culture
achievements which have radically transformed our
country.

90. Bulgaria's mutual relations withthe other socl'al
ist countries develop in an excellent way and in the
spirit of complete unity and understanding. They grow
increasingly closer and stronger on the ba~ls of fra~
ternal friendship, co-operation and mutual assistance
in our common·socialist cause. Following the line of
friendship and co-operation with all nations we main
tain diplomatic, economic and cultural relations with
many countries in the world. In this respect we at
tribute an exceptional importance to our relationswith
the Balkan States and make consistent efforts to con- .
solidate peace in the Balkans.

91. We supported the proposal made by Mr. Khrush
ohev, Chairman of the Council of Ministers· of the
USSR, for the transformation of the Balkans and the
Adriatic into an atom and rocket-free area. We also
supported the proposal of the Romanian Government
for the calling of a conference ofthe leading statesmen
of the Balkan States to discuss some basiC problems
of the situation in·the Balkan peninsula.

, "

92. Our Government has always manifested and will
continue to manifest its re~diness to discuss andsup
port any proposal, wherever it may come from, as .
long· as. it is inthe interests ofthe general development
of the Balkans along the path of understanding, good
neighbourly co-operation and peace.

93. On many occasions, our Government has proposed
detailed and concrete measures which would help to
improve relations among the Balkan States. We have
proposed, tor exa:Jnple, that we should sign a non
aggression pact among the Balkan States; reach an
agreement for a decisive reduction ofthe armedforces
of the Balkan States to the level sufficient for frontier
guard duty; transform the Balkans into the. area in
which the ide~, for a general and complete disarma
ment wO\J;1dfil"st find itsappUcati9n, expand mutual
economic co-operation and trade relations 3,JIlong the
Balkan countries upon the principles of equality and
mutual be~efit; buiJd with common efforts hydro and
power projects of Balkan-wide significance so as to
ensure the fullest possibleutilization ofthenatural and
other wealth and resources of the Balk~; ,exchange
industrial,. agricultural and .other fi)xhibitions and
parliamentary., cultural, scientific, sports and other
delegations; develop tourism among our couJitries, etc.

94.. In spite of the effortswe are making, the progress
'so far achieved in this respect is only a beginning. We
continue to support our proposals . We are not losing
hope that these proposals s which are ofmutualbenefit,
will meet with a favourable response on the part of
the" GoVerimients of, the interested Balkan States a;nd
will help tQ .reduce tension in the Balkans•

...... t-\ "0.-. "I. • ,

95•. It is our profound conviction that there exist in
the Balkans the objective conditions neces$ary forthe
solution of the pending problems. There are no such
controversial problems among the Balkan countries
which could not be settled around the table provided
we, display good 'Will and a desire for mutual under-;
t:ltanding. We are neighbouring countries; we have'lived,

progress has been made so far.. I am sure that we
are all prepared to discuss proposals for maldng the
Organization still better and more efficient; this is a
goal towards which we must always. be pressing

·forward. Fundamental, however is the will to unite
our efforts under the principles of the C1J.arter. Do we
want an organization of nations truly united towards
the common goal, or do we wish to split up the great
family of nations into groupings of interests vigorously
opposed. to each other ,ideologically as well as po
litically? Surely, only in unity of purpose and with-an
efficient organization suited to meet ever-changing
situations can we contribute to the maintenance of
Vlorld peace in freedom and justice.

85~ MX'. ZHIVKOy (Bul~aria):'y1 The Presidium of
the National Assembly and the Council 9f Ministert:l
of the People's Republic of Bulgariahave approvedthe
composition of our delegation, bearing in mind the
important questions on the agenda of the fifteenth
session of the General Assembly, and have given us
Wide powers to take part in the discust:lion and in the
solution of the problems on the agenda.

86. No doubt, the main characteristic feature of the
fifteenth session of the General Assembly lies in the
fact' that this is the first time the .most responsible
statesmen of so many countries nave participated in
the work of the General Assembly. This is not only
an expression of consideration and respect for the
United Nations; it is a testimony to our serious and
highly responsible attitude towards the problems to
be discussed" at this session, problems which are of
exclusive importance for· all States and nations.
Let us hope that in this respect the fifteenth session
of the General Assembly will mark a turning poin~ in
the history of the United Nations.

87. Before expounding the stand of the Bulgarian
people· and Government on the fundamental problemS
on the agenda, I would like on behalf of our dele
gaticn and our people cordially to greet the newly.
admitted members of the United Nations and to wish
them success in the consolidation of their inde
pendence, their national economy and culture, as well
as fruitful co-operation in the United Nations for the
benefit of world peace.

88. The People's Republic ofBulgaria and its Govern
ment are consistently carrying out apoUcy of peace
and peaceful coexistence among· the nations with
~ferent ec~nomi,c and social systems. The principles
of peaceful coexistence are guiding principles. in our
country's relatio11$ With other States and ineverys.tep
and initiative it takes in inter:lationallife•.This foreign
policy of our country is inspired by the Bulgarian
Communist party which for nearly seven decades now
has been educating the Bulgarian people in the spirit
of international solidarity, respect and love for the
other nations and countries. During the veryfirst days
of people's rule in Bulgaria, Georgi Dimitrov pointed
out that the People's Republic of Bulgaria needed
lasting pe~ce, friendship and co-operation With all
nations. in order to be able to catch up with the more

. advanced cou:u.t:ries and to become a democratic and·
.socialist S~~~ with a developed economy and high
culture.

•
89.. Our country's foreign policy fully corresponds to
and is a continuation of its home policy-a policy of
jJ . .'

Mr. Zhivkov spoke in Bulgarian. The :E:nglish version of his state-
ment wa.s supplied by the delegation•
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100. On the other hand, it would be naive to iailto
see or to underrate the other line in international re
lations-the line of the armaments drive,' of intensi
fication of the cold war and of increasing international
tension, the policy ofundermining internationalunder-

, standing under the flag of anti-communism.. We should
openly name the proponents of this line which they so
obstinately defend even at the current session. The
peoples should know them well. They art:}. the im.
perialist powers, the aggressive ruling circles in the
United States and in other Western countries-United
States partners in NATO. Particularly alarming is the
fact that the military circles in the United States
and elsewhere in the West, who play the game ·of the
mo~opolieswhich are materially interested inmilitary
production, have gained the upper hand and. are ex
erting a decisive influence on the foreign policy of the

.we live and we 'shall continue to .live in the Ba1kari\. Governments. In the present international situation
peninsula in imm.ediatecontact.~oBalkanGovernm.ent this fact is loaded with danger. On the other hand,
desiring to carry out a realistic policy should forget the ~ettled internationalproblems resultingfrom the
this fact. Second World War form a constant source of tensions

in international life and. if not solved in good time,
96. On behalf of our Government, I would like once represent a serious threat to world peace and se-
again from this rostrum to address an·appeal to the ourity.
Governments of all Balkan States and, more particu-
larly to the Governments of Turkey and Greece, for 101. No doubt the most serious of these problems is
joint measures and common efflprts to transform the the German problem, the problem of signing a peace
Balkans-this former powderkElg of Europe-into a treaty with Germany. Many countries and nations,
peaceful and tranquil corne~ of th~ earth. including our own, Which more than once have fallen

\ victim.s to German militarism, are deeply alarmed at
97. We would like to express our satisfaction at the the fact that irredentism and militarism at'e being
fact that the general.Une of peaceful coexistence revived in Western Germany and insolently begin to
followed by the Soviet Unio~ and the other socialist bare .their claws~ Could the nations calmly watch how
countries in international relations is asserting itself the power of the irredentist Bonn army is being in-
day after day. Its attractive power is growing. It creased and how conditions are being created to pro-
has already been adopted and is supported by many vide it with nuclear weapons and rockets? If during
countries, by different circles and public figures the last war many countries and nations became the
throughout the world. The line Ipf peaceful coexistence prey of German militarjsm, the resurrection of this
corresponds to the basic interests of both the peoples ghost of war in the heart of EUrope could lead to a
of the socialist· countries and of all other peoples. third world war, to a terrible disaster for mankind.
That is wliy it has grown into a mate;rial force in the That is why it is extremely dangerous to maintain
development of the international situation. the present situation in West Germanywhich creates a
98. It is a happy fact that in the United Nations, too, climate of insecurity in Europe. This is a real crime
the representatives of man'" countries and nations against mankind. The West German militarists ought

01 to be bridled before it is too late.honestly .and sincerely stand on the principles of
peaceful coexistence. The policy of peaceful co- 102. It is necessary to sign as soon as possible a
existence is a realistic policy, dictated by life itself, peace treaty with Germany and' to settle the problem
by the vital necessity to enl;ure world peace and to of West Berlin. The solution of t.he German problem
solve the international controversies by peaceful can no longer be delayed. That is why we'eupport the
means. Only this line in international relations can proposal to sign a peace treaty with Germany as soon
guarantee and lead to the lessening of international as possible. Let us hope that the Governments of the
tensions, to the disbanding ·of the military blocks and United States, the United Kingdom and France will
the liquidation of military bases, to the realization of finally support the efforts of the Soviet Union fOl' the
general and complete disa:L"mament,. to the exclusion signing of a peace treaty with Germany and for the

.of war from. the life of s"ciety, to broad economic, liqp.idation of this dangerous hotbed of war.
cultural and scientific relations among the nations.

103. Let us take anotherunsettledinternationalprob
99. The imperative necessity today is to counteract lem-the Korean problem. Could one ever ensure peace
every attempt to make 'the policy of peaceful co- in the Far East and in the world without the just so-
existence retreat from the positions it has already lutio:n of this problem? There is only one way to
conquered. The line of,peaceful coexistevce should be solve the problem, and it is the peaceful reunification
further asserted and delfeloped. Every attempt to di- of North and South Korea, which should be brought
vert the nations from this line· should be thwarted. about by the Korean people themselves without any
As far as 011X' country and Government are concerned, foreign .interference. We support the proposal for a
I should like to stre13s once again that they will confederation between North and South Korea on the
continue to work for 1;he assertion of the principle basis of the draft presented by the Government of the
of peaceful coexistence, that they will go on fighting Korean PeopleI S Democratc Republic.
against the attempts to sow hatred among the nations
and to intensify international tensions and the "cold 104. Naturally, ther,e can be no question of Korean
war". unification as long as South Korea is unde;r foreign

tutelage and as long as American troops exercise
full control and behave in an irresponsible way there •.
That is why the first and foremost conditio~ for the
successful solution of the Korean problem is to ensure
the immediate withdrawal of the American troops
from South Korea, thus enabling the people not only
in North Korea but also in South Korea to have a ftee
say tJoncerning their oountry1s destiny.

',~5. Mankind canno'l; remain calm 'when militaristic
circles in the UnitedStates andothe;r Western oountries
are perpetrating provooations and undertaking ago- \
gressive actions in one part of the world or another,
and especially when these acts are extolled as official
government .policy. Such is,for example, the case
With the perfidious intrusion of United States military
spying aircraft into the air space of the Soviet Union
and of other countries. Could this be called a.reason-
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possible for scores of countries to win their freedom
and to tf:lke up, ,the road of independent development.
In the black continent of Africa the peoples a:re rising
en masse tOifight and destroy the colonial system. Yet
more than 100 million people still suffer inthe fettf,'rs
of colonialism. This sba:t:neful phenomenon should no
longer be the black spot of human civilization. The
time has come for freedom, justice and humaneness
to triumph in all corners of the earth and for all
nations. Colonial slavery should give way and will
inevitably.give way to the free, independent and sover
eign development of all nations, big and Sinall, black
and white. We should all make every effort so that
the middle of the twentieth century could be marked
by the burial of the colonial system.

112. When we speak of abolishing*he colonial system,
we are perfectly aware of the fact that the colonizers
are making every, effort to keep their positions. With
sword and fire, with teeth and nails, they are trying
to preserve their domination over the colonial and
dependent countries. They are shedding the blood not
only of the enslaved peoples but of their own peoples
as well. With their unre,asonable and adventurous
colonial policy they compUcate the international situ
ation and' create a graVf) danger to world peace.

113. The modern colonialists spread the -theory·
that colonialism has allegedly changed and "ennobled"
itself, that the colonial peop,les-as some representa
tives of the colonial]?owers put ithere-have allegedly
turned into "allied nations", that the former relation
ship between the master Stat~ and the enslaved States
has become a thing of the past. None of thls is true.
In order' to keep the lands andthe riches of the 9010nies
and of the newly liberated countries, the modern
colonialists still refuse, to renounce the barbarous.
methods and means of plunder and oppression 'Which
were used by their ancestors in the past centuries
when they w.~re conquering those lands. Forwhatdoes
the unprecedented aggressiQn against the Congoprove,
or the six-year-old bloodshed in Algeria, the police
terror in the countries of East Africa" the outrages of
the racialist Government in the Union of SouthAfrica,
thesavag~ terror in the Portuguese colonies ofAngola
.and Mozambique, the provocations and plots against
Cuba, Indonesia and Laos? The rapacious plunder of
the wealth of individua.1countries; the crushing of all
human rights and libe,rties, the punitive' expeditions,
the prisons and concentration camps; the hard andun
bearable' slave labour; the misery, starvation and
ignorance of thecolomal nations; the incitement of
nations and tribes against eaoh other-all this in
plain language' is nothing but shameful colonial policy.
This has hardly anything to do with philanthropy and
benevolence or with a "ciVilizing mission" in the
colonies.
114. It is ~ot for philanthropic or Oivilizing activities
that the imperialists needthe coloniea. Theyneedthem
to plunder their riches, to extract andpile upfabulous
profits from these countries. It is no accident that
the economy of the colonies is a backwa.:rdeconomy,
an economy of exPloitation and plunder.I~.,dev~lops in
a denatured and one-sided direction. The colomalists
are full masters of the' wealth and raw materials' 9f
the coloni,es. 'The colonizers-as O'.lr p(:',ople say-sldn
the sheep three times in order ,to eX#"Jact the ,biggest
possibI;e profit. //

115. That is why we,just like any self-respecting
Government and self-respecting people., stand for the
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able policy? These actions are incompatible with
intern.ationallaw and witl;l the principles of the U~ted

Nations Charter; they represent a serious threat
to world peace and security. This is a dangerous;
adventurous game which should be stopped.

106. We support the Soviet Government's proposal to
discuss at the current seSSion the question of the
menace toworldpeace caused,by the aggressive hctions
of the United States against the USSR. It is the duty of
the United Nations to make its own the just verdict
with which the nations branded these shameful ag
gressive and provocative acts of the United Sta.tes.
It is the obligation of the United Nations ,stemming
from its Charter and its fundamental, principles, to
request all its Members to observe the ~ost ele
mentary norms in international relations, to respect
the sovereign rights of' all nations and to renounce
the methods of violence, provocation andaggre~sion.

107. At present, the questions of apoUshing the co
lonial system and of general and complete disarma
ment acquire an exclusive importance for the desti.
nie.e of manldnd. Allow me to dwell on these questions.

108. The question of the complete and final abolition
of ,the colonial system is one of the most urgent and
cardinal problems of OUt time. 'Every State, every
Government, bears a responsibility for its solution.
No doubt the United Nations Organization also'bears
a responsibility in this matter.

109. I should like to state, first of all, that the dele
'gation of the People's Republic of Bulgaria supports,
word by word" the declaration on the granting of inde
pendence to colonial countries and peoples sUb~tted
to the session py the Soviet Government. It is our
view that the declaration is a historic dooument of
exceptional international importance. There is notthe
slightest doubt that the peoples of all contin~nts and
that public opionion of the entire world will adopt the
declaration as a manifesto, as a charter ofthe freedom
and independence, of the equality and respect for the
sovereign rights and the territorial integrity of all,
nations on our planet, without eXCf311tion. ,Atestim.ony
to this is the world-wide resp,,\\·)e ";dth which the

/ Soviet proposal have met everywhere and e~pecially

among the colonial and newly liberated peoples. No
matter how hard the colonial1sts try to lessen the
impact of the Soviet proposal, no matter what efforts
they make in this respect, the incontest11ble fact is, that
the declaration of the Soviet Government win remain
in the annals of· history as one of the brightest and
most humane documents of mankind.

110. We should like to express our confidence that
the General Assembly will vote and approve the dec
laration on the granting of independence to the colonial
countries and peoples. This would tremendously en
hance the prestige of the United Nations inthe eyes of
all humanity. The peoples wUI see j,nthe United Nations

.not only an organization expressing their most
oherished hopes and striving for a peaceful, free and
happy life but also an active organ which defends in
practice their just interests and demands and whioh
solves the urgent problem.s of our times•

111. The great October socialist revolution opened a
new page in the history of mankind. It also opened the
page of the disintegration and collapse of the colonial
system. The fact that the socialist camp came into
'being in the world ~d is growing stronger made it
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immediate and complete abolition of colonialism, that
black spot of humanity. It i.s hardly necessary for m.e
to enumerate in detail what the results ofthe abolition
of the colonial system. would be. Suffice it to say that
its abolition will bring freedom to the peoples of a
number of countries. There would be an end once and
for all to the indescribable sufferings, the unparalleled
humiliation and suppression of the national and human
dignity ofthe colonial nations. The abolition of colonial
ism will improve their national s'elf-confidence~itwill
free and open up wide vistas to the development of
their creative activities and initiat.ives. The productive
forces of society will get a powerful impetus. Con
ditions will be created for a much more fruitful utili
zation of the world's resources and the present gaps
in economic development among the different countries
will be bridged.

116. Do I have to point out the growing beneficial
effect which the abolition of the colonial system will
have upon the development of international relations,
the lessening of world tensions and the consolidation
of world peace? We a:re deeply convinced that the
complete and final abolitiGn of the colonial system
'will be 'an' epoch-making success not only for the en
slaved nations but also for mankind as a Whole. It
will help human progress develop at an unprece
dented pace, thus opening a new page inw.odern history.

117. The experience of the Bulgarian people also
shows what it means for a people to throw off,the
shackles of imperialist bondage. I beg the AssemblJr
to allow me to mention a few data. For decades our
people suffered under the domination of foreign mili
tarist and monopolist groups.. Our country's economy
was extremely backward andwas actually transformed
into an appendage providing agricultural products and
raw materials to the advanced, industriaiiZi~dWestern
countries. For sixteen ye2.rs nmv our people h..qve been
masters of their country, conscientious builders of
their life and their destinies. From a dependent and
backward agrarian country, Bulgaria has chaaged into
a free industrial-agrarian country. The productive
forces are rapidly developing and our national economy
is growing stronger. Many new branches·of industry,
including branches of heavy industry, have been
created. In 1959 industrialproductionwas eleventimes
that of 1939, whilst the ratio between the volumes of
industrial and agricultural production during the same
period changed roughly from 25:75 to 71:29. Whereas
formerly in Bulgariatherewas an insignificant number
of tractors and reapers and absolutely no harvester
combines, now thousands upon thousands of tractors,
harvester-combines aftd many other agricultural ma
chines are being used. Unemployment-that scourge of
the working people-has been dealt away with once and
for all. Real income per caput has risen by 73 per
cent since 1952. The State provides pensions to all
aged industrial and office workers and co-operative
farmers. nliteracy has been done away with. Medical
aid and education, including university education, are
free. The people have unlimited access to the fruits
of science, educatioD\ and culture. Suffice it topoint out
that the number of university students has risen from
10,000 in 1939 to 49,000 in 1960. This means that
63 out of every 10,000 people in our country study in
higher institutes of learning.

118. These are only a few facts about the situation
in our country. This is how the "slaves" in Bulgaria
work, live and create. Some of the speakers at the.

present session have shown a strange compassion for'
the peoples in the socialist countries. Our people,
however, are very familiar withthis type ofcompassion
since they have been "enjoying" it for quite a number
of years.

119. I would invite you, Mr. Diefenbaker, to come to
. our country to see conditions there for yourself. Our

Slavic hOSPitality is well mown and we shall meet you
withariopen heart. We shall not organize pitiable
demonstrations against you, not only because this is
alien to the spirit of the Bulgarians but also because
it is incompatible with the elementary rules of hospi
tality. Come tos~e for yourself the enthusiasm of the
Bulgarian ind'Qstrial and office workers and co
operative 'farmers~ of all sections of the people;, come
and see how they are building, their happy socialist
life. You will be able to· see with your own eyes that
the slaves, of yesterday, Whose rights were trodden
upon' and suppressed, are today the real masters iiJ.
the new Bulgaria. Therein lieSt our power, therein
lies the power of the entire socialist camp. It is rooted
in the ineXhaustible possibilities of the socialist'
system, in the unlimited prospects it opens for the
all-around development of human personality.

120.$0 that you will notsaylammaldng propaganda,
let mo repeat: Come to our country, gentlemen; come
to BU~(l;aria to find out personally how things stand.

121. When we speak of the rapid progress of our
economy and of .our historic and peaceful victories,
we cannot fail to stress the decisive role of the·
assistance which we receive from the Soviet Union,
the role of our mutJIal co-operation with the other
socialist countries. The Soviet Union supplies our
country and a number of other countries with the best
up-to-date machinery and .equipment and helps us
rap~dly to develop oureconom.y. Thus, fOr example~
forty-five big factories andplants andtwenty-five indi
vidual construction sites have beenbuilt in our country
with Soviet assistance. The Soviet Union generously'
provides us with tractors, harvester-combines and
other agricultural machines, with raw materials,
credits and specialists;' it renders US an all-sided
economic, scientific, technical and cultural assistance.
This assistance creates the conditions neceSSary for,
the rapid developm~ntof the. forces of production
in Bulgaria and guarantees its national independence
and state sovereignty. This is disinterested assistance
such as is given only by .brother to brother.B'y its
scope and content th~ assistance of the Soviet Union
is unprecedented in the history ofthe Bulgarianpeople.
It is a fundamental truth for us that without the
assistance and. support of the Soviet Union,without our
mutual co-operation with the remaining socialist
countries, the great economic and cultural achieve
ments of our country would have beenunthinkable. Our
friendship with the peoples of the Soviet Union is not
only deeply rooted in the past; it has been won in the
hard struggle our people fought against monarche
fascist' dictatorship, it has been won at the price of
the heavy sacrifices which have paved for us the
salutary road of soci~list development.

122. It goes without saying that it.is not enough to
achieve only formal independence. This independence
should become a real one, so that the former colonies
may. set out upon the road. of free and sovereign
development and create and develop their national
eCQnomy.
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and Latin America is growing year by year. This
disinterested aid of the Soviet Union and the other
socialist countries not only makes itpossible for these
countries to consolidate their economy and inde
pendence, but is also becoming an important factor
in world economic relations.

127. Some people who like reading the Gospelupside
do·vvn insinuate that in helping th~ under-developed
countries the socialist countries are after spheres
of influence. It is unnecessary to prove that t4e social
ist countries do not strive for spheres ofinfluence and
do not' divide the world into blocs, into privileged
and unprivileged nations. This patentbelongs to others.
But we are justified in asking the following questions:
What is it that prevents the Weste:rn countries, too,
from giving the same type of disinterested assistance
to the under-developed countries,. assistance wtth ab
solutely no strings attached? Would it not be more
reasonable if, instead of spending huge sums onblack
mail, bribes and provocations, on "coups d~etat" and on
supporting anti-popular puppet governments, on the
maintenance of police forces and on the armaments
drive, the Western Powers invested at lea~aportion
of these funds in the development of the economy of
the new States?

128. We cannot fail to stress our anxiety at the fact
that the imperialists. under the leadershi~,oftheUnited
States monopolists, are taking c()M()rdlnitted steps to
preserve colonial bondage; they are trying to replace
the present colonial forms by new forms and methods
of enslavement, with new masters taking the p1ace
of the old.

129. Cm we ever regard ca1m.ly the danger repre
sented by the various forms of modern colonialism,
under the shield of the United States imperialists, to,
for exampl~ the nations of Asia, Africa and Latin
America? Attempts are being made to substitute a
system of the joint exploitation of the colonies and the
newly liberated .countries for the former domination
by individual Western States, to substitute one type of
slavery for another. Naturally, these nations arenone
the better off as a result, just as a person who has
been robbed does not feel better off when he realizes
that he has been the victim not of one bandit but of
a whole gang of highwaymen.

130. We are also seriously alarmed at the fact that
the military and political alliances and organizations
such as SEATO, CENTO and others at:e in fact tools

,f

of modern colonialism. Theseblocspursue the infernal
aim of crushing or hindering the national struggle foX!'
liberation of the enslaved nations in order that sud!
slavery may be perpetuated. It is no secret thatsnme.
newly liberated countries have already been c:fj(tawn
into the above-mentioned military andpolitical gro"l!pS
and have thus again lost their independence-falling,
as we say, from the frying pan into the fire.

131.. I should like to point out that what we have in
_mind is the complete abolition of colonialism and not,
as the colonialists desire, the substitution of one of
its forms for another. The colonialists are trying to
.convince us thatthe'oolonialpeoples possess no states-
manship, that the:,' are not yet ripe for independent
development, that they are not capable of governing
their countries and disposing of their riches, and SQ
forth. According to them, if the colonial authorities

11eft the colonies a 1tvacuumtr would be.for.med there.
What kind of ftvacuum"have they in mind? A ftvacuumtt
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123. We realize only too well that the newly liberated
peoples will not be able to overcome their backward
nesS by their own efforts and resources alone. They
need the all-sided assistance ofthe advanced countries.
It is ~ logical and jllstifiedfor the United Nations Organi
zation to rc:<:,w!est those economically and technically
advanced countries which until now have had colonial
possessions, to restore, for the moment at least,
part o~ the wealth they have plundered, 'SO' that the
material and cultural progress of the newly liberated
countries may be helped and so, that conditions may be
created for the provision of at least the most ele
mentary living standards for their populations.

124. But when we speak of aid to the under-developed
countries, we lmow that there is aid and '"aid". Here,
from this rostrum, we cannot but condemn the in
tentions and aims of a number of colonial Powers
which, under the form of "aid", strive to perpetuate
the economic backwardness and dependence of the
under-developed countries. We cannot ignore the fact
that this "aidft is accompanied by overt and hidden
political, economic or military conditi~ns" We cannot
reconcile ourselves to the fact that such strings seri
ously .end~ger the frej3dom, independence and sover
eignty of the individualStates. It is no secret that some
rich countries which strive t6 appear as benefactors
and philanthropists get a hundred dollars of prdfitfor
ev~ry single dollar of "aid" which they provide to the
under-developed countries. It is quite obvious that this
type of ftaid" leads to the further exploitation and ex
haustion of these countries' economies. As a matter
of fact, this is a bait, a trap masked as aid. The
under-developed countries need no 'such "aid".

125. It is quite clear that the main problem facing
the colonial countries which have won their inde
pendence is the problem of creating tbeir-ownnational
economy and their own industry, of abolishing feudal
economic forms, of carrying out 'land reform-in a

. word, of Jeveloping all branches of production. It is
precisely on this major problem that the President of
the United States, Mr. Eisenhower, did not '.:Jay a
single word in his speech to the General Assembly.
His proposal was aimed primarily at measures for
rendering social assistance to the under-developed
countries. The under-developed countries do not need
charityt mites and a.lms. It is a weU-lmown fact that
there can be no real freedom and independence that

. these count;ries will not be able to create and develop
~heir na~ional economy, uDl~s~ they rid themselves of
their economic dependence upon the monopolies.

126. We, like many other countries, considerthatthe
under-developed countries should be helped with an
open heart-honestly, sincerely and selflessly; that
the aid granted to them should have no strings at
tached, or either a polit~c.al or any other nature; and
that the aid should bring no privileges to the country
providing' it. This is the type of aid the socialist
countries are giving the under-developed countries. It
should be recognized as a fact that this is the first time
in history that such aid is being granted, that a new
type" of economic relations, unlmown in former times,
'is being created between highly developed and under
developed countries. These relations are based onthe'
principles of complete equality., respect for each
other's. internal affairs. We may note with satisfaction
that the economic and te9hnicaJ assistance granted by
the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries
to the under-developed countries in Asia, Africa,
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which would enable a group of monopolists to get a interest~d in piling up profits for military industry and .
foothold in these countries and to continue to plunder military orders. Therefore. it is only too natural
them"/ There is no vacuum here. Here there are that all the socialist countries should endorse Without
nations, which alone have the right to be the masters any reservation the programme of the Soviet Unionfor
of their land. The peoples who have rejected colonial general and complete disarmament.
bondage have demonstrated.that they can suceessfullY
rule their countries and exploit their resour,ces. 137. The simple and perfectly clear proposals of the

Soviet Union were welcomed with satisfaction, relief
132. Our epoch, as the Head of ~he SoViet Govern- and hope by nations all over the world. All those who
ment, Mr. Khrushchev, correctly described it her'\ ~ is sincerely desire to~voidthe calamities of a new
an epoch of tempestuous renovation of the forms of world war greeted t).em and supported them. ·From.

. existence of human society, a period of unparalleled the United Nations rostrum the representatives of a
drive for mastering the forces of nature, of unprece- number of countries hailed them as epoch-making
dented striving for a more progressive social system. proposals which were of a revolutionary character and
Our century is a century of the fight for freedom, of indeed opened up wide vistas for the radical solution
the liberation of the people's forces, a century of the of the problem of disarmament. The idea of general
collapse of the colonial' system. The disintegration and complete disarmament was alsQ unamimously em
and complete abolition of the colonial system is an braced by the General Assembly.
irressistible and logical process. No matter what .
efforts the colonizers may make, they will not be ··.·138. It could not be otherwise. The Soviet proposals
able to stop this process, just as they were not able pointed to the only way. out of a~~Jituation which repre-
to prevent the formation of scores of new States in sented a serious and constantly growing danger for a.ll
Asia and Africa. No pitiable efforts can eclipse the mankind. Discovering the secrets of nature, human
bright light of freedom and national independence. genius mastered the power of the atom. This obliged
Our poet tvan Vazov wrote: "Tyrants, your efforts' the world to face problems which it had never faced
are in vain! You cannot put outthe light'that dies not.!w. before. A new weapon-whose destructive power had

t . . not yet been studied and was not even mown-was
133. The ;ime has come. for the. colonial Powers. to created. Intercontinental ballistic missiles capable of
heed the Just voice of all manl?nd, the imperative striking any point in the world were also created.
need. of our times, and voluntarIly to grant freedom It became clear' that a new war would present a real
and Independ~nce to tb~ .colonial peoples: Should they danger for the annihilationnot only of individual armies
fail t~ do so, It is the duty of all progressIve mankind, but of Whole countries as well, of world centres of
of.~I nations to rende: th~ necessary moral and ma- industry and the hearths of a centuries-old culture.
terlal· su~port to the flghtmg colonial peoples so that That is Why there is· no more urgent task today than
thecolomal system and all its vestiges and remains the task of saving manldnd froni. a nuclear disaster,
may be erased from the face of the earth once and for of opposing war by all· the means at our disposal,
all. of preservlng peace.

134•. We, the Bulgarian GQVernment and people, pro- 139. Every honest person, every Go~'ernmentwhich
ceeding from and guided by the rightt of every nation
to self-determination and to independent development, places the interests and the existence of its nation
have' always supported the struggle of the colonial above everything else, realizes· only too well that,

f d . d d . 11 in the prevailing circumstances and in the presence
nations or free om and in epen ence. We sha con- of modern. military technique, a newapp~roach for the
tinue to do everything in our power to m-ingabout the
quickest pOSSible victory in the sacred. struggle of preservation of peace is Iiee~ed, that the very means
the co1,~nial and'dependent nations. We shall work and which make war possible should be abolished. The
fight for the triumph of justice on earth in our 1ife- programme of general and complete disarmamentpre-

sented- by the SoViet Union is precisely such a new
time. approach and the only ~a.lutary and correct one which
135. The proposals for general and complete dis- would help. us to avert a military holocaust. As is
armame:nt made one year ago by the Soviet Union well known, the aim of the Soviet proposals is the de-
at the fourteenth session of the United Nations Gene- struction and abolition ofa11 types of armaments and
ra1Assembly [A/4219]. as well as the new disarma- the disbanding of all armed forces. Their aim is to
ment proposals submitted by the Soviet Government exclude w~ by maldng it impossible.
[A/4505] are of exceptional importancetothedevelop-·
ment of international relations,therelaxationofinter- 140. The implementation ofthe programme ofgeneral
national tension. They place on a completely newbasis and complete disarmament will open up a new stage
on.e of the main and vitally important problems of our in international relations, it will open up prospects
times-the problem upon the solution of which depend which will ensure peaceful destinies for mankind. The
to a great extent the preservation of peace and the peoples will be .freed from the constant fear in whinh
aestiny of manldnd. they live. The atmosphere 9£ suspicion and insecurity

among States will give way to mutual confidence,
136. The fact· that it was precisely the Soviet Union good-neighbourly relations and sincere co-operation.
-the great country which was the first in history to Conditions will be created for th.e equitable solution
open up the ····road to socialism-which made these of the unsettled internationalproblems. Lastingpeace",
proposals is an absolutely logical phonomenon. The .longed for by·marikind for centl11"ies, will become a
idea of general and complete disarmament is inherent reality. Unlimited vistas for construoti've labour, for
in the very nature of the socialist· system-that most a full swing of hUman creative genius, for an upsurge
progressive and profoundly humane social system in economic development, for boundless material and
which liquidated the exploitation of man by man and cultural progress will open up for all countries. That
renounced the enslavement of one nation-by another, is why general and com.plete disarmament is a ripe
a system inwhichthere are neither groups nOL' persons historic necessity, an absolute needforj111 nations and
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145. In these circumstances, it became quite obvious
that the' United States and its NATO partners were
only trying to use the Ten-Nation Committee as a
screen for misleading and deceiving world public.
opinion. The stand of the Western representatives at
the Geneva talks, aimed at deceiving world public
opinion, compelled the delegations of. the socialist
countries to discontinue their participation inthe work
of the Committee..

146. While the Committee was sitting at Geneva,
provocatory espionag~ flights wereundertakenWiththe
knowledge of United Stated leaders over the territory
of the Soviet Union and other States. Everything
possible was done to foil the ParisSummifConference
upon which the peoples had laid great hopes for the
consolidation of peace. While theWesternreprese~ta
tives were making speeches about disarmament i6the
Committee, their Governments, and the. United States
Government in particular, boisterously announced new
measures in the' armaments drive-measures for an
increase in. the stocks ofnuclear weapons and in the
production of chemical and biologicalweapons ofmass
extermination. They threatened to resume nuclear
tests; they expandedthe construction ofnuclear missile
sites in the United Kingdom, Italy, the' Balkans and
other countries; they ordered atom-loaded United
States bomber.s to be on the alert day and night; they
proceeded to a still more rapid rearmament of' the
West German militarists andirredentists with rockets'
and nuclear weapons,and, despite the resistance of
the Japanese people, they imposed a newUnitedStates
Japanese military treaty on Japan.

147. To $UID up, vague speeches for peace and against
war were delivered in the. Ten-Nation Conunittee,
obviously under the pressure of anxious world public

.opinion, but inpractice everythingwas doneto intensify
international tensions and to complicate the inter
national situation.

148. Take another example. The President of the
United States, Mr. Eisenhower, oftendelivers speeches
againSt war and in favour of general and lasting peace
and justice; he often declares that the striving for
peace exerts a decisive influence upon the principal
actions of the United States Government, and so on.
IJi his speech in this Assembly [868th meeting] the
words "peace.lt, 1tjusticeft and !tgeneral welfare" also
abmmded. But whilst' his Ups utter words about peace
and justice, his hand$igns completely different orders.
On 8 August 1960, in his message to Congress,
President Eisenhower announced tliat he bad ordered
the deployment of additional aircraft carriers to the
sixth and seventh fleets ~ the expansion of the long
range miUtaryprogramme,the strengthening ofair and
ground forces, the development of the B-70 bombers
and. of the reconnaissance "satellite Samos, the per
fection of the Polaris ballistic missile and the :in
crease in its production, the construction of new sub
marines armed with the Pol~ismissiles, and so forth.

149,. Or look at the· latest activities of NATO. On
the eve of and during the preS~Jl.tsession,at which we
are to discuss the" problems of general and complete
disarmament and of ensurin~ peace, they are con
ducting huge war manmuvrea and demonstrations .of
their military might in the region of the Mediter-
ranean and in other" regions of the world. '

150. Does all this indicate'arealdesireanda sincere,
'Atriving on the part of· the United States and other

875th l;tleeting -~,~8 September 1960

~ountriea,.a ~ine qua non for the existenpe and ad
vancement of human society.

141. It was the task of the Ten-Nation Committee on
Disarmament to work out a comprehensive and con
structive plan on general and complete disarmament
Our country gladly took up the task of participating in

.the work of that Committee. The Gove:rnment of the
People fs Republic of Bulgaria empowered the Bul
garian delegation to be guided by the proposals of the
Soviet Union and by the explicit resolution on i:lis
armament adopted by .the General Assembly at its
fourteenth session [1378(xiv)] and tomake everyeffort
to .contr,ibute to the correct solution of this problem,
so that an agreement might be reache4anda~treaty
on general and complete disarmamept worked out. We
must say here, however, that the information on the
work of the Ten-Nation Committee and on the stand of
the representatives of the Western countries on the
Committee., which our Government received from tlfs'
Bulgarian delegation on a regular basis ,aroused our
serious dol:lbts and allXieties. .

142. What did actually, happen in the Ten-NationCom
mittee? Despite the consistent efforts of the dele
gations of the USSR, Bulgaria, Poland, Czechoslo
vakia and Romania to reach an agreement so that, in
conformity with the United Nations 'l'esolution,-- the
eoncrete principles of a plan and a treaty on general
and pomplete" disarmament could be worked out as
quickly as possible, the delegations ofthe UnitedStates,
the United Kingdom, France" Italy and Canada le4 the
Ten-Nation Committee' into an impasse and brqhgbt
about the iriterruption of its work. ,.

143. What was the -stand of the Western repre
sEmtatives"/ From the very first meeting of the Ten
Nation Committee it became obvious that their aim
was to sabotage the drawing up of a concrete dis
armament programme and to prevent the practical
solution of the disarmamentproblem. They obstinately
refused to proceed tothe discussion ofthe constructive
programme presented by. the Soviet Union and sup
ported by the other socialist countries; the draftwhich
they submitted,. although also entitled "General and
complete disarmament" , contained no concrete
measures for disarmament and absolutely no time
limits for the practical implementation of such
measures. Everything which the representatives oftbe
United States and the other Weste~n countries pro
posed in the Commltte~ boiled down to a repetition
of their demands for the establishment of the inter
national control and inspection of armaments. These
demands of the W~stern Powers do not go beyond the
narrow limits of control of existing armaments; as
a matter of fact they do not lead to any disarmament
at all and have no other purpose than to establish a
system of international espionage.

144. Simultaneously, the Western delegations were
"doing their best to kill the idea of general and com
:plete disarmament and to compromise it in the eyes
of world public opinion. They transformedthe meetings
-of the COD&ni~ee into a parlour rather than the place
for a business-like exchange of ideas and for fruitful
deCisions it ought to have been. Moreov~r,they openly
exprel:lsed their disagreement and dissatisfactionwith
the resolution of the General Assembly by virtue of
which a constructive solution of the disarmament
problem should be found and a concrete plan and treaty
on general and complete disarmament worked out as
Boon a~ possible.
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sentatives of Algeria., Kenya, Rhodesia, Nyasalandand
the other colonial peoples will also sit here with ll6.
They exist as nations and they will send their repre
sentatives to the United Nations, if not tomorrow,
then the day after tomorrow. Such are the facts, such
is reality, such is the real correlation of forces.

15tl.What is the conclusion we ought to draw? The
conclusion is that a realistic policy shouldbe followed,
a policy taking into account the facts of life. There
is no other road. The only alternative would be to
undermine confidence among the nations, to increase
international tensions and to court nuclear disaster.

157. We consider that the disarmament problem
should be discussed at the current session of the As
sembly as one of its major tasks. The Assembly can
outline the basic trends, the basic principles of the
plan on general and complete disarmament and entrust
other organs' of the United Nations with the task of
working out concrete measures for the solution ofthis
problem. It would be correct, for instance" if the de
tailed working out of these main trends andprinciples
were entrusted to an· enlarged disarmament com
mittee comprising also representatives from neutral
countries. This would contribute to the creation of
conditions for· efficient and fruitful work in such a
committee.

158. Expressing the will of the Bulgarian people and
the peaceful policy of the Bulgarian Government our
delegation fully supports the progrm;nme of the Soviet
Union for general and complete disarmament and the
basic principles of the treaty on general and complete
disarmament, submitted to the c~rent session of the
United Nations by the Government of the Soviet Union
and taking into account the expedient proposals made
by some countries. We hope that the fifteenth session
~f the General Ass~mbly will advance towards the
solution of the disarmament problem and the working
out of a treaty on general and complete disarmament
providing for time-limits for the implementation ofthe
disarmament measures and for control. In so doing,
the United Nations would respond to the aspirations
ofm~nd and would justify the hopes of the peoples.

159. We cannot fail to express. our surp:rise at the
fact that the delegation of the United States and some
other Western delegations do not want a single one of
the vital problems on tpe agenda ofthe current session
to be discussed in plenary meeting, so that the basic
provisions and instructions for their further study in
the respective committees and commissions may be
approved. They do not want to manifest goodwill and
reason in the solution of these questions. Such is
their stand on. the problem of the abolition of the
colonial system, the disarmament problem and other
major issues.

160. Obviously, theywouldlike the General Assembly,
at the current session, to debate these problems in
general terms only and submit them afterwards to the
various commissions and sub-commissions so that
they do not come into the open and so that they could
be more easily killed. This is precisely what recent
experience has proved and more particularly the ex
perience with the stand of the Western Powers on
disarmament in the Ten-Nation Committee.

161. Would it not be more expedient if the basic
problems wexe discussed here in plenary meeting? In
this case, the General Assembly could approve the
basic provisions and instructions and leave the further

Western Governments to proceed ~o the real solution
of the disarmament problem?

151. The ruling circles in the United States are pur
suing a policy which leads tothe constant complication.
of the international situation. This nGt only consti
tutes a grave danger of a nuclear disaster for man
lQnd, it also shows that those who are at the head of
the United States administration have learned nothing
from world developments, that they are not carrying
out a reaUstic foreign polic.v and that th~y live with
the obsolete and illusory desire to dictate their will
to other nations. It is high time they left their castles
in Spain, it is high time they came down to earth and
took the real situation, the real correlation of forces
in the world into account. The current session of the
Assembly has convincingly shownthe profound changes
which have ,taken place in recent years, the immense
strengthening of the forces of peace.

152. It is true that we, the socialist countries, are
not to the liking of the imperialists. Butwe have never
nourished such illusions, nor have we set ourselves
such bB!!S. However, likes and dislikes are not the
things tMt matter. It is high time the ruling circles
in the United States understood once and for all and
accepted some elementary truths, no matter how much
they may dislike them. We, 'the socialist countries,
exist; we not only exist, but our forces are growing
at an incredible pace. The peoples can no longer be
ordered about as they used to :>e. They are no longer
defenceless in front of the imperialists.

153. Take the General Assembly. A few years ago
less than sev!3nty nations were represented in it. Tell
me how many delegations of non-socialist countries
dared at that time raise objections against the foreign
policy of the United States? And when a representative
nevertheless dared~ though timidly,to criticize some
aspects of United States policy, he was humiliated and
forced to apologize. l.ook how greatly the situation in
the United Nations has changed. See how many dele
gates of new nations have taken their legitimate place
in the United Nations. The imperialists used to look
down upon the colonial peoples, they considered them
second-rate people, draught animals. But today, al
though some may not like this fact, they are sitting
in this hall side by side with the representatives of
the African nations which have just won their inde
pendence.

154. It is obvious that the Head of the Government of
the Republic of Cuba is not to the taste of the United
States Government. Two days ago he delivered a re-
markablespeech in the Assembly [872nd meeting], a
speech which made mincemeat of the theories of the
imperialists and their attempts to oppress and plunder
the nations. He defended the right of the Cuban people
and of the other LatinAmericanpeoples to independent
existence and sovereign development. This speechwas
a bitter pill for some delegations in this hall. Never
theless, they listened to it. We, the representatives of
the socialist countries, are also in this hall, and no
matter how unpleasant this fact maybe to some people,
they sit here and listen to us.

155. The time will come-and soon-when those to
whom the United States are barring the door-the
representatives of the People's Republic of China and
of the Mongolian People's Republic-will also come to
take their lawful place in this hall. There is no doubt
that by force of the objective necessity the repre-
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Congo-the international authority ofthe UnitedNations
is seriously undermined. It has now become clear that
the lawful Government and Parliament of theRepublic
of the Congo have been removeg with the aid of the
Secretary-General and the United Nations apparatus.
In this case the Secretary-General and the United.
.)I~tions apparatus are undoubtedly playing the role of
e:&ecutive organs of colonialism. A tense atmosphere
has been created in the Congo. An open and gross
intervention in the internal affairs of the Congolese
people which has just shaken off the colonial yoke,
has been perpetrated; this is a cynical outrage against
the free' will of the people. These activities have
created a dangerous situation for peace in Africa and
in the whole world..

167. The United Nations should .help the freedom
loving Congolese nation, in its struggle for the achieve
ment of complete 'and :real independence·· against the
attempts of the colonizers to violate the country's
territorial integrity and to preserve the colonial
regime in the country. It is the saored duty of the
United Nations energetically to co-operate fo!'" the
re-establishment in the Congo of t~e Govermnent
legally elected by Parliament and headed by Mr. Pa
trice LlImumba.

168. Now let us take the case ofthe Republic of Cuba.
The heroic and glorious people of Cuba overthrew the
puppet dictatorial regime and took the road offreedom
and independence. This, however, was not to the liking
of the American monopolists and of the ruling circles
in the United States. Two days ago the Prime Minister
of the Republic of Cuba., Mr. FidelCastro very clearly
,and convincingly explained to the General Assembly
what were therea~onsfor this.Under the eyes of wor14
public opinion perfidious provocations are perpe
trated against Cuba and an armed aggression is being
openly prepared against the youngrepublic. Andthough
tirls is happening, so·· to say, under. the very eyes of
the United Nations, the Organization has done nothing
so far and continue~ to do nothing to thwart the ag~'
gression prepared against Cuba; it has notundertaken.
the defence of the people of Cuba. Does one have to
remind the Assembly that it is the task of the United
Nations to take effective measures against the inter....
ference of one State in the internal affairs of another
and against the aggresSiY8 act1.ons of one State against
another? We cannot fail to stress that the people of
Cuba, who did not bow in the face of threats and who
are firmly defending their freedom and independence,
have won the resp~ct and admiration of all peoples
and the right 'to decide themselves on their fate and
to dispose of the riches of their country.

169. We are also of the opinion that the time is ripe
to reorganize the Secretariat and the United Nations
apparatus so that the necessary impartiality and ob
jectivity could be ensured in the· implementation of
the decisions of the United Nations and its organs.
In this connexion we consider·expedient the proposal
made by the Chairman of the Council of Ministel",s of
the USSR, Mr.. Khrushchev [869th meeting], to re
organize the United Nations Secretariat and to create
a collective leadership of the Secretariat.

170. It is obvious that the entire work of the United
Nations and its organs shouldbe so directed and guided
as to ensure the implementation of the main task of
the Organization-the maintenance of world peace and
security, the development of friendly relations and co
operation among nations, and the consolidation of the

concrete working out of the problems to the respective
United Nations organs. This would indeed bea demo
cratic methodwhichwould enable all Member countries
to expound their views to world public opinion. If the
Assembly follows the practice of adopting only the
most general and platonic :t;'esolutions and if they are
reversed afterwards in the United Nations organs we
shall be creating a grave threat to the authority of the
United Nations.

162. We are all convinced that we should constailtly
enhance and strengthen the authority of the United
Nations. But this can be the case only if the United:
Nations works and acts in the spirit of the ideas and
principles of the United Nations Charter\ Ithas to be
regretted, however, that there are negative sides and
tendencies in the work of the United Nations which
have alreadybeenmentioned here. AllOWme to dwell on
those negative sides and tendencies because, if they
are net removed, they may seriously'impairthepres
tige of the United Nations.

163. We all say that the United Nations is a universal
international organization. And this is quite correct"
We cannot say, however, that it isa truly repre
sentative organization 9f the entire human community.
Thus., the lawful representatives of China, the country
with the biggest population in the world, the repre
sentatives of the Chinese People's Republic are still
absent from the United Nations. Every sensibleperson
will agree that this situation is quite abnormal that
there is no reason whatsoever for it. It is high time
that reason prevailed in the United Nations on this
problem and that the representatives of the People's
Republic of China found their lawfulplace in the United
Nations, so that great China could make its contri
bution to the joint efforts of mankind for the solution
of the vital problems of our time and for the consoli
dation of world peace, also within the framework of
the United Nations. And, as a matter of fact, what
grounds can there be for preventing the Mongolian
People's Republic from taking its lawful place in the
United Nations?

164. The existing practice of admittingnewMembers
to the United Nations mainly on the basis of the likes
and dislikes of the big western Powers should cease
because it is unworthy and insulting to the United
Nations. The political map of the world has changed
There are capitalist States in the world, there are .
also socialist States, including the People's Republic
of China and the Mongolian People's Republic; there
are white yellow and black people. The United Nations
should open wide its doors to all, nations so that it
may become a trulyuniversalandall-embracingworld
organizat.ion. Should it fail to do so, it will not prove
worthy of the great tasks and high aims laid down in
its Charter.

165. We regret to have to point out that work in the
:United Nations does not always proceed in accordance
With its fundamental principles andwiththe provisions
of its Charter. The attempt of some Western States
to use the institution of the Secretary-General andthe
United Nations apparatu& for their own economic and
political ends and for various machinations is laden
with grave dangers for the normal relations among
States and for peace.

166. When the United Nations apparatuscomJllits acts
which are in flagrant contradiction with the Charter
of the Organization-as is the case with events in 'che .
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The meeting rose f!.t 1.55 p.m.

173" I feel that the frank statement made by Mr.
Hammarskjold to the General Assembly to the effect
that, whenever he waS given no concrete advice and
his interpretation of the United Nations resolutionwas
contes't:ed, as was the case in the Security Council on
21 August, he hadno choicebut to follow his conscience
only goes to prove the eA"Pediency of the proposal to
establish a' collective leadership of the United Nations
Secretariat. This is a question ofprinciple andwe, the
socialist countries, on the basis of recent experience,
will .not reconcile ourselves with the present state
of affairs as far as concerns the institution of the
Secretary-Gener~.l and the present structure of the
United Nations apparatus.

174. In the United States, which some people call a
country of freedom and democracy, the conditions for
the work of the delegations to the United Nations de
pend upon the tasks, political course and whims of the
American authorities. An open, large-scale campaign
of discrimination against the members of a number
of delegations is nOw under way. Is this a normal .
atmosphere. for the work of the U~ted N~tionsand ,,?f
th~ indtv~du~.t delegations? Obviously everything that
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pollcy. of peaceful coexistence. Let us take the folloWing is being done-not without the knowledge andevenwtth
example. Tomorrow, when we come to the establish- the participation, of the United States Department of
ment of international armed ,forces under United State-creates a poisonous atmosphere around the
Nations command,the question may be asked: Who is Uniteq Nations. We thank you for such freedom and

,going to comm3,J1d these forces? Will it be a repre- democracy. Let the gentlemenkeep this type offre~dom
sentative of the Soviet Union? Obviously, the United for themselves. We are opposed to every kind of die
States will not agree to that. Or will it be a repre- crimination, both discrimination against the repre
sentative of the United. States? It is obvious that this senta:tives of individual nations and discf;aJmination
is inappropriate and wrong. In this case we shall need because of colour, race, etc. It is indeed necessary
a command ,which would reflect the pr<;vailing con- to consider the question of whether the United Nations
ditions, the .real relationShip of forces in the world. Headquarters should not be removed from the tTnited
Thus, it will be necessary to establish a collective States to some other country where .the necessary
and .not an individual leadership of the Secretariat freedom and the elementary conditions for normal
of the United Nations. work will be guaranteed to all delegations..

171. In connexion with this proposal the UnitedStates 175. The eyes of mankind are focused onthefifteenth
Secretery of State, Mr. Herter, and the United States session of the General Assembly. The peoples nourish
representative in the United Nations, Mr.Wadsworth, the hope that in accordance with the imperative of our
alleged that this was an atta~k on the United Nations, time-a time of great social changes-reason and
and that the USSR intended to destroy the structure of wisdom will' prevail in the 'Qnited Nations. They ha'Ve
the United Nations. They started speaking about a grounds to expect that the fifteenth session of the
"crisis" in ,the UnitedNations. This is indeeda strange United Nations General Assembly will advance the
reaction. Mr. Khruahchev's proposal takes into con- .solution of the vital problems of our times-the re
sideration the necessity for the groups ofStates which laxation of international tension, the elimination ofthe
have come into existence in the world-the socialist "cold war", the realization of general and complete
countrtes; "the NATO Powers and the non-committed disarmament, the exclusion. of war from the life of
nations-to be represented in the United Nations Secre- the na.tions, the abolition of 'L;\e colonial system. The
tariat and apparatus.byensuring a collective leadership centuries-old dream' of hUlI).~rIty-to create a world
for the implementation of the will and the decisions without aramaments, a world without wars and op
of the General Assembly. Thus there will be an end to presslon-is realistic and feasible.
the present situation in which the United Nations
Secretariat and apparatus are virtually subsidiary 176. It is our duty openly to state here that the fore,es
bodies of the United States' Department of State and of war, frightened by the striki.ng successes of the
are being used by the latter and by NATO against one policy of peaceful coexistence and by the relaxation

. or another State, against one or another group of of international tension during the last two or three
States. years, are again trying to poison the international

climate by undertaking new a(lventurous actions inthe
172. What do these gentlemen really want? Perhaps world arena-actions,. which create a serious danger
they want the General Assembly sessions to consist .of a 'neW world war: This is the tnlth and we should
of a few speeches~ of some conversations resulting not conceal it from the peoples. No doubt the .struggles
in certain' general decisions. Afterwards the only of all peoples are of decisive importance for exerting
interpreter and executor of those decisions would be pressure on the imperialists and for paralysing their
the Secretary-General and the UIrlted Nations appa- efforts to intensify international tensions. No doubt
rams, that is to say the United States Department of the joint efforts of th~ peoples all over the world and
State.. of the United Nations are needed in order to compel

the .bellicose imperialist circles to abandon this
dangerous and adventurous course in international
relations so that m&Jlkind can Qe savedfrom a terrible
world holocaust. Let all of us, the representatives to
the fifteenth session of .the General Assembly, govern
ments,. statesmen and public figures in all countries
do everything that depends upon us to justify the hopes
and aspirations of all nations.

177. We cannot fail here in this most representative
forum. of the l;lations to pay tribute and' express our.
gratitude to the Soviet Union for the colossal energy
it has deployed in the preserv9.tion of world peac~
and for its constructive proposals for the solution of

. the major problems of' our tlmes. Nor can we fail to
eXpress .our gratitude personally,to Mr. Khrushchev,
Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the USSR,
that untiring and consistent fighter for peace, under
standing and co-operation among all nations.

178. Let us hope that the fifteenth session of the
General Assembly will successfully a.cquit itself ofthe
great tasks which history has placed before it.
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